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ANNEX 

REVISION OF THE UfOV COHVENTION 

COMME»TS AND PROPOSALS OF CIOPORA 

RELATIHO TO UPOV DOCUNEHT IOM/IV/2 OF JUHE 22 1 1989 

INTRODUCTION 

These Comments and Proposals of CIOPORA are an update of the 
former comments and Proposals already made on March 7 1989 
concerning UPOV Document CAJ XXIII/2 of July 13, 1988 and of 
those made on May 22, 1989 and relating to Document CAJ 
XXIV /2 of February 27, 1989. Except where specifically 
amended by this updated Position Paper, the former Comments 
and ProposAls as above mentioned continue to reflect the 
present views of CIOPORA on the Revision of the UPOV Conven
tion. They may be repeated herunder in order to make this 
document more complete and to spare to readers the inconve
nience of having to refer to several separate documents, 

CIOPORA agrees with the objectives enumerated under note 5, 
page 2 of IOM/IV/2. However it wishes to stress again that 
it attaches paramount importance to the following princi
plesz 

not only must the scope of the rights now granted to 
plant breeders by the present UPOV Convention be dramatical
ly extended and •trengthened but complete freedom should be ·· 
lett to present and future Member States of the UPOV Conven· 
tion to implement its principles either by specific bree
ders' righta or by patents; 

I I ' 
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recent history bas shown that future developments in 
the technological field relating to living matter are 
difficult to predict. Consequently, apart from basic bin
ding provisions relating to the scope of the right granted 
to a breeder on his variety, other provisions of the UPOV 
Convention could leave more elbow room to the Kember States. 
such a flexible approach would probably gain more interna
tional recognition for UPOV as regards the protection of va
rieties and pave the way for a smoother interface between 
the generic protection of the results of biotechnological 
research and the protection of traditional plant breeding at 
tna variety level. 

ARTICLE l CniW) ot IOM I IV/2 

CIOPORA reiterates it5 former comments of May 22, 1989 (see 
pages 2, land 4 of that documentfor more details): 

the term "double protection" is improperJ 
what breeder• wish is the possibility (for member Sta

tes and applicants) of an optional choice between patents 
and breeders• rights like in the USA. In Europa CIOPORA 
considers that the principle of the patentability of "living 
matter" which is receiving wider recognition should suffer 
no exception and that the exclusion mentioned in the Euro
pean patent Convention (art. 53b) must eventually be remo
ved. 

CIOPORA therefore agrees upon the proposed new text IICil% 
the •econd sentence of the proposed second paragraph (~Sub• 
ject to ••• varieties as such") which &hould be erased. 

CIOPORA suggests the following wording for Article 1 : 

(1) The lt•t•• pa~tie• to thi• Convention (hereinafter r•
ferred to •• 11th• ••Jaber State• of the Onion11 ) aon•titute a 
Union for the rrot•ction of ~ew Var1et1ea of Planta. 

(2) Tha •••b•r State• of the Union undertake to recognise 
and to en•ure a right to the breeder _of a new plant variety 
•• provided for in thi• Convention by ~he grant either of a 
"sui i•neri•h breeder•' righta certificate or of aaoth•r 
titl• of prot•ot1on. 

Article 1 of the revised Convention should be supplemented 
with a new 1rticle 37, substantially revised in order to 
give the opportunity to all member Statea to provide fatent 
rights for plants and to apply their patent law prov aiona 
if necessary, alonq the lines suggested by CIOPORA in its 
Comments dated May 22, 1989, page 4. 
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- CIOPORA believes that the term "title of protection", 
which could cover different kinds of titles (breeder's right 
certificate, plant patent, utility patent ••• according to 
the wishes and pofisibilitiea of various member countrie&) 
§pplying to a variety is preferrable to the term "right" 
which is too generic and can also be found witb different 
meanings in the text of the Convention. Also the phrase 
"grant of right•, which is used throughout the proposed re
vised Convention in IOM/IV/2, seems less adequate (eapecial
ly in the rrench text: "concession de droit" which 1• the 
language normally used for the licensing of rights by the 
owner of the title of protection) than "grant ot title of 
protection• ("delivrance de titre de protection")· 

CIOPORA suggests the !allowing definition for "mate-
rial" under Article 2 (iv) a 

" "aaterial" •hall aean any plant or part of plut, 
wbataver lt• botanical or co .. eraial function. ~he ta~ 
•ba~l inalude out flowers, fruit and •••d•. n 

ARTlCLE 3 o( IOHJIV/2 

CIOPORA bas for many years past supported the principle of 
national treatment and therefore agrees with the proposed 
modification. However it insists that limitations or excep
tions to the application of the Convention, like those ap
pearing under Article 2(2) ot the present Convention and 
Article 5(4) (proposed) be deleted. 

ARTICLE 4 of IOM/IV/~ 
' 

Please refer to CIOPORA's Comments dated May 22,1989 
and relating to CAJ/XXIV/2· 

Provided the proposals of CIOPORA tor Article 1 are re
tained, CIOPORA would suqgest the following wording for Ar
ticle 4 : 

"Thi• Convention shall be applied to ill new plant v•· 
~iatiaa irre1pective of the plant •peoies to which tb•y 
belOA9· 11 

- Paragraph (2) as proposed by IOM/IV/2 must be deleted 
since it completely erodes the progress achieved through the 

r. 
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new wording of paragraph (l) of Article 4. 

Of course CIOPORA generally welcomes the improvements 
brought by UPOV in the new draft. However CIOPORA wishes to 
stress again with strength that the scope of protection 
granted to a varieti under tbe UPOV Convention mu&t be 14aD
tical whether the t tle of protection is a product patent or 
a breeders' rights certificate. 

Paragraph 1) 

As above indicated, the term "right" does not appear 
adequate ("a right ••• confers the rigbt ••• " or in French •1a 
droit ••• confere le droit ••• ") and ought to be superseded 
by "the title of protection granted" ("le titre de protec
tion delivre">· 

CIOPORA appreciate& greatly the proposed extension of 
the scope of protection to export• of material, since it i• 
supposed to be in favor of breeders. one may wonder however 
whether this doe& not repra~ent a superimposition of two 
protections on one and the same object. While it is obvious 
that iaport• of material have to be specifically protected 
because such material may come from a country without pro
tection ana because of tbe territorial 11a1tatioo of the 
title of protection granted, export• of material, in ~eturn, 
can only concern material which has been propagated or pro
duced or aold or laported in the territory of the country 
concerned and which there!ore already falls under the pro
tection of aueh acts as "manufacture"("reproduction•, "pro
pagation"), "offer for sale, "sale", "puttinq on the mar
ket". One may further wonder whether such exports ara not 
submitted (subject to the limitations advocated by CIOPORA) 
to the principle of the "exhaustion of rights" which the Ad
ministrative and Legal Committe of UPOV wishes to introduce. 

Also, as indicated in it• previous position papers, CIOPORA 
is adamant that the basic provisions ot the Convention on 
the scope of the right qranted should not be undermined or 
watered down by the possibilility left open to soma State• 
not to apply thea fully. This i& why, for instance, CIOfORA 
~i~hes the deletion of paragraph 4) in Article s. The ex
tension of the scope of right to "exports• might make the 
future accession to UPOV by new member States mora diffi
cult. 

A possible flexible solution could be achieved by tbe 
following suggested wording a 
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• ~he tltla of protection granted in accordance vlth 
tba provi•lon• of tbla convention aball confer to ita 
owner the riqbt to exclude (preferable to •prevent•) 
other• fro• co .. erclally exploiting tba variety aa4 no• 
tably a 

(1) froa reproducing the varietyJ 
(ii) fro• uaing for commercial purpoaea, offering 

for aala or ••lling the variety or aatarlal thereof; 
(ill) froa 1aport1ng or stocking the variety or 

•aterial thereof." 

fa.ragraph 21 

2l il 

For the reasons already exposed in previous position 
papers CIOPORA considers that , if the principle of exhaua
tion of right• is to be introduced into the Convention, it 
must be •trlctly ll•itad to the •pacific field of uae tor 
which the breeder may have sold or licensed material of the 
variety. 

A new and different wording of paragraph 2)i) and ac-
ceptable by CIOPORA is suggested as follows ; 

" Th• right conferred by the title of protection 
9ranted in accordanc• with thi• Convention ahall not 
extend to acta concerning aatarlal of the variety, ac
coapli•hed on the territory for which the title of pro• 
taction h&• been granted, after this •aterlal ba• been 
put on the aartet ln the 1aid territory by the brea4ar 
or vltb bl• axpre•• consent, for the •p•olfio purpo•• 
or field of u•e for which it va• •old or 11can•a4 by 
the breeder. • 

~) ii) 

The wording proposed in IOM/IV/2 as well as in the pre
vious UPOV documents is not satisfactory because it is 
doubtful whether it oan cover acts done by, for instance, a 
public Municipality (public gardens or biqhways). This is 
why CIOPORA insists on the text already suggested in pre
vious position pGpera (the tKQ conditions ~ust be cgmu~-tl
D) : 

" act• don• for doaeatlc and non-co .. ercial purpo•••;" 

a1 iii! And 21 tv 

CIOPORA has, in many instances and again in ita recent 
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position papers on the Revision of the Convention, had the 
opportunity of expressing its opposition to the terms 

"··· or for the ••rkatinq of such varieties" (art.5(3) of 
the present convention) and 
"and acta done for the coaaercial exploitation of such va
rieties" [art. 5(2)(iv) o! IOM/IV/2]. 

Indeed the Convention cannot prejudge that any given varie
ty, freely bred from an already protected variety, and for 
which protection is applied for, will never infringe the al
ready protected parent variety or another vari~ty and can 
therefore automatically be freely "commercially exploited" I 
Indeed despite the preliminary examination this variety may 
be found to be within the "minimum distances" of the other 
varieties. This would also be adverse to the principle of 
dependency [see our remarks under paragraph (3) of art.5] 

on the contrary where a new variety, freely bred from an 
already protected varietr, is clearly distinct and beyond 
the "perimeter o! protect on" of the already protected va
riety then it goes without saring that it can be commercial
ly exploited since it is dist1nct I 

The,e!ore tbe aboy§-mentioneg t§rms must be deleted. 

CIOPORA also believes that it would ba preferable to comple
tely SEPARATE the present two parts of the so-called •re
search exemption" as follows : 

• the reaearch exemption proper should normally find 
its place in the paragraph devoted to the limitations 
o! the riqht of the breeder since it corresponds very 
much to the limitation of patent rights for experimen
tal purposes (provided the result of such experi~ental 
use does not itself intringe the patented invention)J 

• the provision according to which "the •uthorl•a
tlon of tbe breeder is nece•aary when bia protected 
variety auat be uaed repeatedly for tbe coaaeroial ex
ploitation of another variety" could be incorporated 

oitb~r in the new paragraph (3) introduced by the 
Adminiotrative and Legal Committee on dependency since 
this is in point of fact nothing but one particular a•
peot of dependency, if such authorization cannot be re
fused, 

~ in pAragraph (l) above if such authorization 
can be refused on tha grounds thAt it is part of the 
exclusive right conferred by the title of protection. 

CIOPORA therefore proposes to merge pArAgraphs (2)(iii) 
and (2)(iv) of Article 5 a& follows z 
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n acta 4one for •xperiaental purpoaaa or for tha 
purpoaa of breading new varieties • 

Paragrapb 3 

Please refer to CIOPORA•a previous coaaenta of March 7, 
1189 on CAJ/XXIII/2 and of May 22, 1i89 (P&988 8 1 g, 10) on 
C&J/XIIV/2 concerning the general problem of dependency. 

CIOPORA has been continuing its internal debate on this 
problem which is difficult to solve because it apfears 
clearly that not everyone gives the term "dependency the 
same meaning. 

Opinions on bow dependency should be construed and sol
ved vary considerably even amongst breeders 1 

For some, the main if not unique concern is to 
make it a matter of principle that "mutations• of a 
protected variety shoula automatically revert to the 
breeder of (or be "dependant" from) the protected va
riety from which the mutation has originated. Converse
ly, they do not wi&h to be limited by any &o-callad 
"miniaum distances" when deciding to protect and market 
a "hybridized" variety. Considerinq themselves as the 
rightful owners of the mutations, they also want to be 
free to unilaterally decide, depending on tbair co.-er
cial requirements, whether to release a mutation which 
is "granted back" to them by a third party (a lioanaaa 
for example) and pay the latter some remuneration or to 
refuse such release on the marketplace. such breeders 
justify their attitude by the fact that, aocordinq to 
thea, "discovering" a mutation is not actual br••4in~ 
work and does not deserve the same protection atatu•. 
They consider further that mutations are in fact alrea
dy virtually existent, in a latent state, in tha varie
ty of origin at the time this variety has been created. 

Others consider that : 

(a) provisions ( ooncernin9 examination and/or infrin
gement) must be incorporated into the Convention or the 
national legislations in order to put a final stop to 
"parasitic mini-variations" of already protected varia
ties through the creation of new requirements of •mini
PlUm distances" between varieties. This would apply 
equally whether the mini-variation has been obtained 
tbrouqh the discover~ of a mutation or through a known 
breeding process. Th1s position migbt.in extreme ca••• 
lead to 9rant a title of protection to a mutation if it 
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is distinct enough and to refuse protection to a "by-
, bridized" variety if this variety is not distinct 

enough from an already known variety. 

(b) Mdependency" provisions should be introduced into 
the Convention in order to cover the case of "improve
ments" actually de•erv1ng protection according to the 
provisions of the Convention but reproducing most of 
the essential characteristics of an already protected 
variety. Such G dependency should be organized in a way 
•iailar to what already exists in patent legialatiop• 
since it would also permit to solve in a more equitable 
way the problems relating to the interface between tra
ditional plant varieties and qenetio engineerinq. 

on the basis of the above findings CIOPORA considers that 
the problem of dependency as explained in IOM/IV/2 is not 
clearly defined and should therefore be further examined in 
more depth, integrating all above-mentioned aspects. In so 
doing, the following considerations should be kept in mind 1 

the notion of dependency in patent law depends on an 
actual infringement of an existing title of protection (pa
tentjbreeder•s right); this is why th& subject matter and 
contents of the protection grant&d, such as delineated by 
the claims in a patent or by the distinctive characteristics 
and minimum distances in a breeder's right certificate 4 are 
of paramount importance; 

the notion of derivation should be defined in the new 
Article 2; it does not coincide with the notion of dependen
cy and this is why it is difficult or !~possible to choose 
t>etween any of the 3 propos&d alternatives. of paragraph 3 
because none of these alternatives is totally satisfactory; 

"slavery" or trivial aodification• (imitations servi
les) of protected varieties should not be "dependent"; they 
should be barred from protection completely 1 

raragraphs (i) andf5t 

CIOPORA has already opposed these two paragraphs strongly 
(sea Comments of Karch 7 and May 22, 1989). 

Paragraph ( 4) must be deleted because all member Stataa 
should be operating under the same basic rules and because 
the proposed intervention o! the UPOV Council is no remedy 
at all. Accepting some countries within UPOV with the pre
sent unacceptable level of protection would be very dange
rous And would defeat the purpose of strengthening the scope 
of the right granted to breeders. 
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Paragraph (5) is a clear encroachment into other laws on In
dustrial Property and may have very far-reaching consequen
ces because it may affect not only patents but also models, 
tradeaarks, trade secrets, copyright ••• since the said pro
posed article does not give any clear explanation on its 
purpose. It is anyhow totally unjustified and deprives the 
holder$ of other types of industrial property rights of eve
ry legal security. This is in CIOPORA's views a very dan
gerous and unprecedented attempt to further erode industrial 
property rights. 

If the intention of the ~dm1n1atrat1ve ancl LeCJal co .. ittee 
is only to regulate the interface between biotechnologioal 
inv•nt1ona and plant varietiea then thi• vould b• beat done 
by organi•ing a d•pandency system consistent with the ayatea 
now in uae in patent leq1slat1ona [see above reaarka on pa• 
ra. (3)) and ~y approxiaatinq patent and br•ed•r••rigbta 
ayatama vhan applied to plant yarittiaa. 

ARTICLE 6 of IOH/IV/2 

Paragraph ll 

CIOPORA suggests to replace "the right shall be granted" 
("le droit est accorde") with "The title of protection shall 
be granted" ("le titre de protection est delivre•). The same 
remark applies to l)(a)last par. and to paraqrGph 3). 

Other comments Already made by CIOPORA in its position pa
pers of MArch 7, ona May 22, 1989, remain relevant. 

Paragraph llCal 

· CIOPORA has noted with satisfAction that its request to mai
tain the condition of the "breeder's agreement" has been ta
ken into consideration. CIOPORA would like to insist that 
the provision in question should read 1 

" with the IXP[III aqraaaant of tha breeder " 

This more precise wording would probably avoid unnecesaary 
litigations and shift the burden of the proof of the bree
der's consent. 

! I ! /: -. I 
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forograph llCblli11l 

This provision sounds rathQr like a tautology, especially in 
the oriqinal French text since it says in fact that a varie
ty is "notoire" when it has been exploited "de maniera no
toire". Now, "de maniere notoire" cannot be considered as a 
definition or An explanation of "notoire". 

ParagrAPh 2) 

The words "•• provided in Article 13" can be accepted only 
provided Article 13 is @itb~r left as it is in the present 
Convention (1978) ~ modified according to the request of 
CIOPORA as explained in its position papers of March 7, and 
May 22, 1989. (see remarks on Article ll further down). 

ABTICLE 7 of IQH/IV/2 

Prior comments of CIOPORA (page 11 of its position paper of 
March 7 and page B of its position paper of may 22, 1989) 
are still relevant. 

Again, the language "application for the grant of a title of 
protection" and "grant of title of protection" (delivrance 
de titre de protection" should be substituted to " grant of 
riqht" {"concession de droit"). 

ABTICLE 8 of ~OH/IV/2 

C~nsistently with its prior. remarks. on the date when protec
t1on should· start, CIOPORA would l1ke to propose tha follo
wing simpler wording : 

II (1) The title of protection •hall be ,rant•4 to 
the breeder for a 11•ited period. 

(2) Thi• period may not be less than ••••• yaara, 
coaputed froa the date of f1linq of th• applioa
tlon for the qrant of a title of protection.• 
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etoPORA had previously expressed its satisfaction over the 
new text of Article 9 as proposed in CAJ/XXIV/2. 

The new text proposed by IOM/IV/2 represents a serioua and 
unexpected step backward which is unacceptable by CIOPORA. 

CIOPORA would like to propose tbe following wording : 

" The free exercise of the title of protection gran• 
tad to a breeder aay not he reatricted otherwise than 
for reasons of public interest. In such a case the 
breeder ahall be fully compensated. " 

ARTICL~ ~p of lOM/IV/2 

In paragraph (2) the words following "variety" : "with its 
characteriatica as defined when the right was granted " 
could be deleted. 

After careful consideration, paragraph (J)(a) seems to be 
redundant in relation to para9raph (2). 

ARTICLE 12 of IOM/lY/2 

PAragrAph (Jl 

The present period of four (4) years cannot be reduced wi
thout serious justi!ication. 

As already viqorously underlined in its previous position 
papers CIOPORA considers that the proposed new text consti
tutes a serious and unacceptable restriction over the pre
sent text of the 1t78 Convention. 

After the UPOV meeting of 1987, convened by UPOV on there
quest of ASSINS!L and CIOPORA and specifically devoted to 
the problem of denominations, CIOPORA had been hoping that 
the "hatchet waa buried", It cannot underatand the obstina
te and relentless efforts of the Administrative and Legal 
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committee of UPOV to restrain the freedom of breeders in 
their choice o! denominations. 

The new proposed text in IOM/IV/2 would be considered by 
CIOPORA as the beginning of a new confrontation which it 
considers as futile since the present text of Article 13 was 
already "put up with" by breeders as a compromise. 

It is ~isleading to say that the deletion of the "qeneric" 
character of the denomination would permit to use this deno
mination as a trademark in countries where protection is not 
available. Such a trademark would become generic itself and 
consequently null and void in such countries merely because 
it would be the only means o! reference of the variety and 
would, in point of fact, be used "in a generic way". 

One must repeat again that those breeders who wish to use 
trademarks want to use such trademarks worldwide i. e. also 
in Meabar Statea of UPOV and that they do not wish to trade
mork the denominations of their varieties. Much to the con
trary, the denominations constitute a strong support for 
their trademarks since they constitute a public and free re
ference to identify the varieties. This is why such breeders 
have been usinq generic denominations lonq before the UPOV 
Convention caa• into beinq. A variety denomination is, of 
necessity, and has to remain "generic". 

Therefore CIOPORA feels quite strongly that the proposed new 
text of Article 13 must be rejected in its entirety. 

In order to avoid lengthy discussions, Article 13 should ei
ther remain with its present wording or resume the languaqe 
of the present Swiss legislation which is worded as follows: 

II (1) 1 variety ahall be given a deno•ination 

(2) iuab deno•ination ahall not 1 

a) h• liable to mislead or to causa confusion 
with another deno•ination which bas already been filed 
or regiatered in a Weaber State for a variety of the 
•aa• or a botanically related •p•ciaa; 

b) ~· contrary to public order or aorality nor 
infrin9• national lava or international convention•. 

(3) If the aama variety baa already bean the subject 
of an application or a registration in another Meaber 
State, the •••• denomination shall be used unlaaa it 1• 
iapropar for linqui•tic or other reaaon•. 

(4) In addition to the deno•ination, a tra4a•ark dlf• 
fering fro• the denomination aay be used in aonneotion 
with the variety. 
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(5) If, for a particular variety, the breeder announ• 
cea a denoa1nation that is identical or liable to be 
confused with the tradeaark for which he baa obtained 
registration in respect of that variety or another va
riety of the same or a botanically related •peciea, he 
can no longer, froa the tiae when he obtain• protection 
in a Maabar state, avail himaelf, within the 11•1ta of 
the protection resulting fro• the variety denoaination, 
of the righta deriving froa the tradeaark. 

(6) Anyone offering for sale or aarketing propagatlnw 
aat•rial on a commercial baaia aball.uaa the dano•laa• 
tion of the variety, evan after the teraination of pro
tection. 

(7) The ri~hts of third parties shall reaain unaffec-
ted. " 

As aarly as 1961, CIOPORA suggested tc use the term "desi
gnation" instead of "denomination". This would contribute 
to meeting the wishes expressed by most international orga
nizations that too strict regulation be avoided in this mat
ter. 

ARTICLE 37 

In order to broaden the authority of UPOV and in order 
to ~ake the UPOV Convention more easily accessible to a lar
ger number of countries, CIOPORA maintains its proposal ot a 
new wording of Article 37 (see page 4 of CIOPORA'• comments 
of May 22, 1989) as a necessary complement to its proposed 
amendment to Article 1. 

[End of document] 


